PuroClenz Standard (20 gram) Instructions:
*IMPORTANT: to maximize the full effect of PuroClenz, do not treat vehicles
in direct sunlight. It is recommended that the vehicle is clean before
treatment, preferably detailed.*
1. Remove all personal belongings, floor mats, and any air fresheners
from the vehicle
2. Make sure all doors and windows are closed during treatment. Open
all air vents in the vehicle
3. Sun visors should be positioned half way down, in order to expose both
sides of the visor. Any sunroof cover should be closed and all seat belts
engaged for maximum exposure to the PuroClenz vapor.
4. For Stronger Odors, Pre-Treat interior surfaces with a PuroClenz Mini
4 gram tablet (See PuroClenz Mini Instructions)
5. Place the PuroClenz “Warning Sign” in a highly visible area of the
vehicle to indicate that it is undergoing treatment.
6. Fill the designated PuroClenz cup to the fill line with room
temperature water and place the cup in a center console, armrest, or
cup holder
7. Tear open the foil pack, place the PuroClenz tablet into the cup of
water, exit the vehicle, and close the door. Allow PuroClenz to generate
vapor for 30 minutes (Lock the doors and keep the keys so that nobody
accidentally enters the vehicle during treatment)
8. After the initial 30 minutes, start the vehicle to run the AC on high for
10 minutes. (Note: quickly enter and exit the vehicle as you perform
this step)
9. Next, turn the recirculation button (shown below) on high and allow to
run for 10 minutes

10. Once 10 minutes have passed on recirculation mode, turn the vehicle
off, exit, shut the door and allow PuroClenz to remain inside the
vehicle for the required time (See “Treatment Time” below)
11. Once this Treatment Time expires, remove the PuroClenz cup and
dispose of the remaining liquid down the drain
12. Return to the vehicle and open all windows and doors. Start the
vehicle for another 15 minutes in order to “air out” any remaining
vapors
13. As in Steps 8 and 9, turn on the AC and then the recirculation for 10
minutes each, so that any fumes within the ventilation can also be
removed
14. Please leave all the windows open for at least 30 minutes to properly
allow the PuroClenz vapors to disperse outside the vehicle
15. FINISHED! The vehicle is now “PuroClenzed” and odor free. You will
notice a slight odor that smells like Chlorine. This is normal and safe
and will gradually dissipate. If the smell is bothersome, you may use a
scented product to temporarily mask the PuroClenz smell as it
dissipates. PuroClenz itself is not a masking agent and is meant to
eliminate unpleasant odors entirely

Treatment Time (Included in Step 10)
Odors on 1-4 scale: 30 MINUTES
Odors on 5 to 7 scale: 1.5-2 HOURS
Odors on 8-10+ scale: OVERNIGHT

To Order More
Shop.puroclenz.com

